
BOMBARDIER WINS TRANSPORTATION SUPPLY CONTRACT
WORTH $7.9 BILLION CDN FOR THE LONDON UNDERGROUND
IN U.K.

Metronet has awarded Bombardier Transportation combined Rolling Stock and
Signalling Contracts as part of the upgrade programmes for Infraco BCV and Infraco
SSL.  The value of the contracts totals approximately £3.4 billion ($7.9 billion Cdn /
5.0 billion Euros) over 15 years.

Project Management & Systems Integration
As systems’ integrator, Bombardier’s skilled teams of professionals will work closely
with partners and subcontractors to ensure that Bombardier’s role in the line upgrades is
project managed from a ‘total system’ perspective.  Bombardier will ensure that the new
rolling stock and signalling systems enable LUL to meet their operational requirements
safely and reliably.

Bombardier’s Supply Contracts with Metronet Rail BCV
Victoria Line:  47 new 8-car trains (376 cars).
Two pre-production trains will be constructed.  The first train will commence its testing
programme within three years and the first operational train will enter service in 2009.
The rest of the new fleet will then be phased in over the next two years.  

A completely new Signalling System and Control Centre for the Victoria Line will be
installed by 2009 enabling full automatic control of the railway under a new “Distance To
Go” signalling system. 

Bombardier’s Supply Contracts with Metronet Rail SSL
Progressive replacement of all signalling and 1,362 new vehicles over 12 years.  Two
pre-production trains will be constructed and supplied in 2008.  All new trains on sub-
surface lines will be of the same walk-through design, with only train length changing
between the various lines.  Signalling on the entire sub-surface system will be renewed
by the end of 2014.

Metropolitan Line (A Stock):  72 new 8-car trains (576 cars).
After two years of testing, the first new passenger trains will enter service in 2009.
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Circle and Hammersmith & City Lines (C Stock):  40 x 6-car (240 cars)
The new fleets will be delivered during 2012 and 2013.
 
District Line (D Stock):  78 new 7-car trains (546 cars).
The existing fleet of 75 x 6-car trains (450 cars) will be refurbished by the end of 2008
and replaced at the end of 12 years.  The new trains will be delivered between 2013 and
2015.

Features of the New Trains
The new rolling stock for the Victoria Line and Sub-Surface Lines will bring the
following improvements:
• Improved ventilation, lighting and ride quality for passengers
• Wide doors with stand-back areas and carefully designed interiors to improve

boarding and alighting
• Spacious, air-conditioned and ergonomically designed cabs for drivers
• Energy efficient, highly reliable solid-state propulsion systems
• Excellent acceleration performance, leading to faster journey times
• Extremely strong, crash resistant vehicle structures
• Significant reliability improvement over existing rolling stock, based on a proven

vehicle product platform
• Vehicles designed for easier maintenance to ensure minimum downtime and lower

maintenance costs
• Hard wearing, vandal-resistant materials and finishes to provide long lasting exterior

and interior environments

Services

Refurbishment:  In 2003, Bombardier Transportation’s Ilford Site will begin a five-year
programme to upgrade the District Line fleet of 75 x 6-car trains (450 cars).  The trains
will be fitted with new interiors including improvements to the drivers’ cabs, as well as
newly painted exteriors.  The first refurbished train will enter service in 2004.

Maintenance:  Bombardier will be responsible for the maintenance of the existing
rolling stock on the Victoria Line and Sub-Surface Lines from 2007.  Bombardier
Transportation will then be responsible for the maintenance of the new trains for the
Victoria Line and the Sub-Surface Lines from their introduction onwards, until the end of
the 30-year PPP contracts, subject to the periodic reviews at 15 and 22.5 years.

Depots:  Rolling stock maintenance will be carried out at London Underground’s
existing depots.  These will transfer, with their staff, to Metronet as part of the Service
Contract.
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Signalling

Bombardier Transportation has sub-contracted Westinghouse Rail Systems Limited
(WRSL), part of Invensys plc, to carry out the signalling portion of the upgrade package.
WRSL already has considerable experience in designing and supplying signalling
solutions to London Underground.  Together, the sub-contracts for BCV and SSL
signalling are worth over £850M ($1.97 billion Cdn / 1.24 billion Euros).

Features of the new Signalling

The new signalling systems to be introduced as part of the line upgrades on the Victoria
Line and Sub-Surface Lines will include:-
• New “Distance to Go” ATP signalling system, allowing trains to run closer together at

high speed, thus increasing line capacity
• Well-proven, high integrity solid state interlocking systems, providing extremely safe

and reliable control
• Improve signalling control, incorporating automatic train regulation and decision

support facilities allowing improved co-ordination of services and speedier recovery
from service disruptions

• Automatic train operation, providing much more predictable and controllable train
operations

• Improved system maintenance through replacement of obsolete systems by modern
technology

• The replacement of insulated block joints with a more reliable system of jointless
track circuits

• A more efficient maintenance programme resulting from replacement of pneumatic
point motors and train stops.

The investment in modern, reliable signalling will enable improved maintenance
procedures to enhance fault finding, performance and safety.

Our Commitment

Bombardier Transportation fully supports Metronet’s intention to meet or exceed
contractual requirements for line upgrades as well as satisfying London Underground’s
aspirations for availability and ambience performance improvements.

http://www.transportation.bombardier.com
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